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From Durban to Paris

Next step in a long, evolutionary process

Will chart a course that governments and business can follow

Set the pathway for an orderly, planned transition to a low-carbon world
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The emerging contours of the Paris package

Agreement

• Protocol, another legal instrument, 

or an agreed outcome with legal 

force under the Convention 

applicable to all Parties

• Agreement shall address in a 

balanced manner, inter alia, 

mitigation, adaptation, finance, 

technology development and 

transfer, capacity-building, 

transparency of action and support

• Foundation for post-2020 climate 

action will be intended nationally 

determined contributions (INDCs)

Decisions

• Certain provisions in the agreement 

may require further work to ensure 

their effective implementation

• The details of this further work are 

likely to be captured in the form of 

decisions that accompany the 

agreement

• These decisions are likely to 

establish technical work 

programmes (cf. the negotiating 

process from Kyoto in 1997 to 

Marrakesh in 2001)
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Procedural steps in 2015

Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4

February 

session 

(Geneva):

Preparation of 

negotiating text 

(Party-owned)

First 

submissions

of INDCs

June session August/

September 

session

October session

November/

December 

session (Paris)
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Observations

• Until now, markets-related negotiations have largely been 

conducted without explicit reference to the post-2020 world:

• Reforms to Kyoto mechanisms (CDM, JI, IET)

• New Convention instruments (framework, new mechanism) 

have no specified time horizon

• Approach was that Kyoto/Convention mechanisms – and a 

framework for all mechanisms, domestic and international –

could be elaborated now and possibly applied later in the 

post-2020 world

• Some progress in pursuing that approach
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Principles agreed to date

• Markets must meet standards that deliver real, permanent, 

additional and verified mitigation

• Markets must avoid double counting of effort

• Markets must achieve a net decrease and/or avoidance of 

emissions

• All countries, individually or jointly, may develop and 

implement markets

• Use of markets facilitates increased mitigation ambition, 

particularly by developed countries

• Operation of markets is to bear in mind different 

circumstances of developed and developing countries 
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Emerging architecture

• Agreement to elaborate a framework

• What is the purpose of this framework?

• Which markets will it cover (and in what circumstances)?

• Quality control  how will it assess what these markets 

achieve?

• Quantity control  how will it ensure that what these markets 

achieve is not double-counted?

• Institutional arrangements
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Emerging architecture (continued)

• Definition of, and agreement to elaborate, a new mechanism

• To enhance the cost-effectiveness of, and to promote, 

mitigation actions

• Under guidance and authority of Parties to the Convention

• Guided by 7 elements agreed in Cancun:

 Voluntary participation, supported by promotion of fair and equitable access

 Complementing other means of support

 Mitigation across broad segments of the economy

 Environmental integrity

 Net decrease and/or avoidance of emissions

 Supplemental to domestic actions by developed countries

 Good governance and robust market functioning and regulation
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But many questions remain

• Relationship between markets and contributions:

• Not whether a country can use domestic markets to achieve 

its own contribution

• But whether a country can count mitigation in another 

country to achieve its own contribution

• Implications for recognizing units (or other forms of quantifying 

emissions) from markets in another country, e.g.:

• Units issued by another country’s trading system

• Units issued by another country’s crediting programme

• Role of, and relationship among, different instruments 

(framework, new mechanisms, existing mechanisms) 
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The ADP in Geneva

• Renewed emphasis on role of market mechanisms

• Previously, received comparatively less prominence under the ADP

• Now, more detailed provisions have been proposed

• Parties put multiple options on the table, addressing e.g.:

• Use of markets to fulfil mitigation contributions cooperatively

• Accounting rules for recognizing mitigation achieved in another country and 

avoiding double counting

• Creation of centrally governed mechanism (CDM+)

• Need to ascertain eligibility of, and rules applicable to, land-use sector

• Conditions on use of markets to fulfil mitigation contributions
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The ADP in Geneva (continued)

• Link between accounting and transparency

• Link between markets and finance  private finance, share of 

proceeds for adaptation

• Link between private sector involvement and other means of 

support (e.g. technology development and transfer, capacity 

building)

• Reference to governing body building on existing and new 

mechanisms

• Preamble reference to carbon pricing
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Options

• Markets proponents seem to be broadly coalescing around what 

the agreement needs to deliver:

• Use of markets subject to certain eligibility/participation rules

• Consistency with accounting rules, no double counting

• Ensuring environmental integrity

• Allowing/recognizing UNFCCC markets, non-UNFCCC markets

• Share of proceeds for adaptation

• Promote sustainable development

• Net contribution in host Parties

• Some Parties may be ideologically opposed to markets

• Some Parties may not see the need for text on markets
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Prospects for Paris on markets

• Agreement

• Possible text clarifying relationship between use of markets and fulfilling 

contributions

• Possible text stating what market mechanisms can be used and under what 

conditions

• Possible text affirming principles agreed to date (and others?)

• Decisions

• Technical work programme for operationalizing what is agreed

• Possible elaboration of guidance for work programme: what issues are to be 

addressed

• Possible consolidation of various agenda items on markets 
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Possible outputs of multilateral process

• Standards for assessing the quality and quantity of mitigation

• Centralized and standardized mechanism for issuing credits

• Means for [considering  assessing] national, subnational, 

and other markets

• Means for tracking international transfers of units (i.e. ITL)

• Accounting framework

• Centralized registry for Parties unable or unwilling to administer 

their own registry

• Accreditation system for third-party verifiers
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 Option 1: sets out principles and purposes of markets and actions in 

land use sector

 Option 2: summarizes principles for use of markets and a workplan

 Option 3: covers accounting, markets, and land use sector action 

principles

 Option 4: defines an Economic Mechanism comprised of an ETS & 

CDM +, and includes a financial component: voluntary cancellation of 

CERs, as a means of measuring finance contributions

 Option 5: summarizes principles for markets 

 Option 6: no provisions on market mechanisms and actions in land 

use sector
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Appendix: Overview of Geneva options, para 39


